Minutes

Date  Wednesday, 03/06/2020
Time  08.30am
To    Committee Members
At    Virtual via Microsoft Teams
Subject AWERB 3Rs Committee

In Attendance:

Apologies:

1. Minutes
The previous minutes were approved.

2. Other Information
   • discussed the automatic watering system at the AMB. They informed the committee of the problems faced, what has been done to resolve the issues and gave details of the company awarded the tender to fit a replacement and maintain it.
   • discussed the Covid-19 animal culling presentation that was circulated prior to the meeting and informed the committee of the animals that had been rehomed
   • discussed a marmoset survey that has been carried out by will continue to complete the remainder of the survey.

3. Retrospective Reviews
The committee discussed the following:
   • Could it be confirmed that the severe severities recorded for protocol 4 were all animals found dead? commended on the time put in to the RR.

4. Retrospective Assessments
   (a) None

5. Project Licence Applications
   (a) None

6. Severe Severity licence reviews

7. Standard Condition 18 reports

8. 3Rs information/reports
reported that the [website had some useful information](https://norecopa.no/). DF will circulate 2018 ASRU report.

9. Feedback from previous Retrospective Reviews*
   None

10. Minutes of AOC meeting*
    None

11. Minutes of AWERB Standing meeting*
    None

12. Any Other Business

Date of next meeting: Wednesday 1st July 2020

*Items for information only unless un-starred by committee member